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Overview

Question What are the welfare e�ects of open banking?

This paper Open banking may harm borrowers even when they control their data

It depends on the e�ect of open banking on competition!

Two aspects of open banking:

1. Information sharing among heterogeneous intermediaries ⇒ better screening

▶ helps high-quality borrowers and hurts low-quality borrowers

▶ too much improvement hurts all borrowers (increased competition)

2. Voluntary disclosure by consumers: signaling
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Environment

▶ Continuum of risk-neutral borrowers w/ heterogeneous default risks s = h, l

▶ Two risk-neutral lenders with heterogeneous screening abilities

▶ Signal Sj where P
(
Sj = H|h

)
= 1 and P

(
Sj = L|l

)
= xj for j = s, w, xs > xw

▶ Credit market: Simultaneous loan o�ers after receiving signal ⇒ Winner's curse

▶ Mixed strategy equilibrium:
▶ Strong lender always makes an o�er after good signal at random interest rate r̃s
▶ Weak lender makes an o�er with positive probability mw at a random interest rate r̃w
▶ r̃s > r̃w in the �rst-order stochastic dominance sense

▶ Two important parameters determine competition
▶ ability gap ∆ = xs − xw
▶ average borrower quality τ = P(h)

P(l)
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Results

▶ Competition in the credit market decreases in ∆ and increases in τ

▶ Welfare

Industry pro�ts Welfare high-quality Welfare low-quality

∆ ≡ xs − xw ↑ ↓ ↓

xw ↓ ↑ ↓

τ ↓ ↑ ↑

▶ Information e�ect: increase in screening ability

▶ Strategic e�ect: increase in competition (a�ects interest rates and likelihood of
loan)
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Open Banking

▶ Bank b and Fintech �rm f

▶ Without open banking: xb > xf

▶ Open banking: xb < x′f reverses asymmetric information!

▶ Mandatory disclosure: �xed τ
▶ increases base screening ability: good for high types, bad for low types
▶ welfare e�ects depend on ∆ ≶ ∆′ which determines competition

▶ Voluntary disclosure: avg quality determined by signaling decision of tech savvy
▶ market segmentation: opt-in vs opt-out
▶ welfare e�ects depend on signaling equilibrium and on ∆ ≶ ∆′
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Voluntary disclosure

▶ Non-tech-savvy (NTS) borrowers cannot disclose/opt-in

▶ Tech-savvy borrowers choose whether to disclose/opt-in

▶ 3 types of equilibria: pooling, semi-separating, separating

▶ Welfare:

▶ Pooling equilibrium: all tech -savvy borrowers are better o�
▶ Semi-separating: NTS + low-type are worse o�, high-type may be worse o�
▶ Separating: all opt-in borrowers are better o�, opt-out are worse o�

▶ Voluntary disclosure does not fully protect borrowers from harms of open banking

▶ Other considerations: multiple intermediaries, information about preferences
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Comments

1. Very clean and elegant model! Tiered structure makes it easy to follow

2. Assumption: Sign-up decisions are observed by lenders

▶ Bank o�ers contract independent of opt-in

▶ Fintech competes with itself? Can only access �ntech by opting in?

3. Entry of �ntech lenders: choice of information processing capacity

▶ Endogenously determines the ability gap and change in competition

4. Imperfect competition due to asymmetric information

▶ Di�erent types of asymmetric information
▶ credit quality (screening), monitoring (moral hazard), specialization (advising)

▶ Increased competition may have di�erent implications in each case

5. Mechanism goes beyond banking sector

▶ Link between information and competition is not trivial

More information is not always better!
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